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12 ��� 3 FFF(±±±888)

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: ��� èèè

08:20-08:30 mmm444ªªª: ������²²²���������`̀̀

08:30-09:10 ½½½���www(oooAAA���ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Ergodicity, mixing, limit theorems for quasi-periodically forced 2D

stochastic Navier-Stokes equations

ÁÁÁ���: We consider the incompressible 2D Navier-Stokes equations on the torus

driven by a deterministic time quasi-periodic force and a noise that is white in

time and extremely degenerate in Fourier space. We show that the asymptotic

statistical behavior is characterized by a uniquely ergodic and exponentially

mixing quasi-periodic invariant measure. The result is true for any value of the

viscosity ν > 0. By utilizing this quasi-periodic invariant measure, we show

the strong law of large numbers and central limit theorem for the continuous

time inhomogeneous solution processes. Estimates of the corresponding rate of

convergence are also obtained, which is the same as in the time homogeneous

case for the strong law of large numbers, while the convergence rate in the

central limit theorem depends on the Diophantine approximation property on

the quasi-periodic frequency and the mixing rate of the quasi-periodic invariant

measure. We also prove the existence of a stable quasi-periodic solution in the

laminar case (when the viscosity is large). This talk is based on a joint work

with Liu Rongchang.

09:10-09:50 ÂÂÂèèè(¥¥¥������êêêÆÆÆ���XXXÚÚÚ���ÆÆÆïïïÄÄÄ¤¤¤)
���wwwKKK888: Stability of rarefaction for stochastic viscous conservation law

ÁÁÁ���: It was proved in [9] that the rarefaction wave for the stochastic Burgers

equation with transport noise [14] is time- asymptotically stable. This paper

is concerned with more general flux, viscosity and conservative noise. By ma-

nipulating the weakly monotone methods, we prove the global well-possedness

of strong solutions for general H1 initial data. Furthermore, we show that

the rarefaction wave is still time-asymptotically stable for general stochastic

viscous conservation laws with Lp time. This is the joint work with Fei min

Huang and Houqi Su.

09:50-10:00 >>>EEE

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: ÂÂÂèèè

10:00-10:40 ÇÇÇ���(ìììÀÀÀ���ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Maximum principle for discrete-time stochastic optimal control

problems and its applications
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ÁÁÁ���: In this talk, we introduce maximum principle for discrete-time stochas-

tic optimal control problems and its applications. We first give one kind of

discrete-time stochastic optimal control problem with convex control domains,

for which necessary condition in the form of Pontryagin’s maximum principle

and sufficient condition of optimality are derived. Then we extend these results

to one kind of discrete-time mean-field type stochastic optimal control problem,

in which a technique of adjoint operator is used to overcome the difficulties of

obtaining adjoint equations and duality relation. It is worth mentioning that

we can remove the higher-order integrability assumption on controls and noises

in this talk. Besides, a discrete-time mean-variance portfolio selection problem

is presented to illustrate the applications of the theoretical results. The pur-

pose of this talk is to establish a rigorous version of discrete-time stochastic

maximum principle in a clear way and pave a road for further related research

topics. The talk is based on the works of Z. Wu, F. Zhang, MCRF, 2022 and

B. Dong, T. Nie, Z. Wu, Automatica, 2022.

10:40-11:20 ���������(uuu���îîî���ÆÆÆ, {{{III)
���wwwKKK888: Cylindrical stable processes

ÁÁÁ���: A cylindrical α-stable process on Rd is a Levy process whose coordi-

nate processes are independent copies of one-dimensional α-stable processes.

They have many distinct properties from that of isotropic stable processes. In

this talk, I will first present a geometric characterization of an open subset so

that the part process XD of X killed upon leaving D is irreducible, and show

that this is equivalent to the strict positivity of its transition density function

pD(t, x, y). I will then present results on the properties of pD(t, x, y) including

its regularity as well as its sharp two-sided bounds for C1,1 open set D. Our

bounds are shown to be sharp for a class of C1,1 open sets. Based on joint

work with Eryan Hu and Guohuan Zhao.

11:20-12:00 HHHkkk²²²(¥¥¥ììì���ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Optimal stopping time on semi-Markov processes–An approach of

SMDPs

ÁÁÁ���: This talk concerns with optimal stopping problems on semi-Markov

processes (SMPs) with finite horizon, and aims to establish the existence and

computation of optimal stopping times. We first establish the existence of an

optimal policy of the semi-Markov decision processes (SMDPs) with additional

terminal costs and finite horizon. Based on the optimal stopping problems,

we give an explicit construction of SMDPs, which are proven to be equivalent

to the optimal stopping times of SMPs. Then, using the results of SMDPs

developed here, we not only prove the existence of an optimal stopping time of

SMPs, provide an algorithm for computing them, but also find that the optimal

stopping times can be characterized by the hitting time of some special sets.

Finally, we give an example to illustrate the effectiveness of our conclusions.

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: HHHkkk²²²

14:30-15:10 ÜÜÜááá###(úúúôôô���ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Borel-Cantelli lemma and strong convergence under sub-linear ex-

pectations
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ÁÁÁ���: In this talk we consider the strong convergence of independent random

variables under Peng’s framework of sub-linear expectations. We show that

if the sub-linear expectation space is rich enough, it will have no continuous

capacity. A new Borel-Cantelli lemma is established under a popular regu-

lar condition on the sub-linear expectation and the sufficient and necessary

conditions are given for strong law of large numbers.

15:10-15:50 ÜÜÜèèè)))(¥¥¥III���ÆÆÆEEEâââ���ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Reflected stochastic evolution equations

ÁÁÁ���: In this talk, I will present a recent work on the well-posedness of reflected

stochastic evolution equations in an infinite dimensional domain. Penalized

methods play an important role.

15:50-16:00 >>>EEE

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: ���ÂÂÂ���

16:00-16:40 ÇÇÇiii²²²({{{IIIUCA���ÆÆÆ, MMM���TTTóóó������ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: ²þ|�p�^âfXÚ��¼Ø�ª

ÁÁÁ���: 3ù��w¥·ò0� Gibbs ²þ|3 Dobrushin ��5^�e�

Poincaré Úéê Sobolev Ø�ª. ·�ò^§��y² McKean-Vlasov �

§�¿Âe��êÂñ5, �K Carrillo-McCann-Villani �Aó�¥�àb

�. ^B·�0����~f. ù��wÄuÚ Guillin, 4�, Ü��uL3

AAP(2021)�ó�.

16:40-17:20 ooo���ÀÀÀ(¥¥¥������êêêÆÆÆ���XXXÚÚÚ���ÆÆÆïïïÄÄÄ¤¤¤)
���wwwKKK888: On the Fokker-Planck-Kramer-Vlasov equation on tangent bundle

over Riemannian manifolds

ÁÁÁ���: In this talk, I will present some recent progress of the study on the

Fokker-Planck-Kramer-Vlasov equation on tangent bundle over Riemannian

manifolds. Joint work with my PhD student Rong Lei.
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12 ��� 4 FFF(±±±FFF)

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: ½½½���www

08:20-09:10 ���777{{{(ôôô������������ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: uÛ�²L`znØ�ê¼ó

ÁÁÁ���: ·�0�uP�<�&¢Ú·��UY. 'ucö, VãuPl²c�

��#, T(JØ3�Z
 36 c, ���ccâ��2. 'u�Y?Ð, k�

g?�!�g2�#ÚÊ�#uÐ: ½5©Û�#�{; �¬(��)�?(ü

S); ýÿ�N�; ²L(��`z; üS��Ý
ÌA��(9c 6 �)�p�

�{. J��´: õ«C��Ñ
���Ó��½��mÚ�¬. @c'uu

¼²L�$½n�y²Äuê¼ó�H{½n, �C��Ü(JÄuê¼ó�

=£VÇÝ
. �N�À�²L`zïÄ�#´f. ù
¤J®�A^u·I

���?ÚÊ�I[?Ý\�ÑL, u�
nØ�Ün5Ú��5.

09:10-09:50 ÜÜÜFFF«««(���®®®nnnóóó���ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Second order fractional mean-field SDEs with very singular kernels

ÁÁÁ���: In this work we establish the local and global well-posedness of weak

and strong solutions for second order fractional mean-field SDEs with singular

interaction kernels including Newtonian or Coulomb potential, Riesz potential,

Biot-Savart law, etc. Moreover, we also show the smoothness and the short time

singularity and long time decay estimate of the density. Our results reveal

a phenomenon that for nonlinear mean-field equations, the regularity of the

initial density could balance the singularity of the kernel. The quantitative

relationship between the singularity of the kernel and the regularity of the initial

values are calculated. In scaling sense, they are sharp. In particular, our results

provide microscopic probability explanation and establish a unified treatment

for many physical models such as Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck system, 2d-

stochastic vortex system, surface quasi-geostrophic models, fractional porous

media equation with viscosity, etc. (This is an ongoing work with Zimo Hao.)

09:50-10:00 >>>EEE

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: HHHkkk²²²

10:00-10:40 yyy;;;²²²(���|||ììì������ÆÆÆ, {{{III)
���wwwKKK888: Heat kernel estimates for Dirichlet forms degenerate at the boundary

ÁÁÁ���: In this talk I will present some recent results on sharp two-sided heat

kernel estimates for non-local operators with jump kernels degenerate at the

boundary. The corresponding processes can be either conservative or non-

conservative. This talk is based a joint paper with Soobin Cho, Panki Kim and

Zoran Vondracek.

10:40-11:20 ���LLL���(ôôô������������ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Averaging principle for slow-fast stochastic systems

ÁÁÁ���: This talk introduces our recent results on the averaging principle for

slow-fast stochastic system. More precisely, it covers a class of slow-fast SDEs,

SPDEs and Mckean-Vlasov SDEs. Some results give the optimal convergence

order.

11:20-12:00 ���ÂÂÂ���(UUU999���ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: �é¡*ÑL§²�©Ù�Wasserstein 4�
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ÁÁÁ���: éu;6/þ�é¡*ÑL§�²�©Ù, �x
'u?¿�Wasser-

stein ål�Âñ�Ý, ¿3Øpun��/�Ñ3 2 �Wasserstein åle�

°(4�, lwª£ã
"ÑÝ6ÄéÂñ5�\��A.

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: ���ååå···

14:30-15:10 ���jjj(fff������ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: Nonzero-sum risk-sensitive average stochastic games

ÁÁÁ���: We study discrete-time nonzero-sum stochastic games under the risk-

sensitive average cost criterion. The state space is a denumerable set, the

action spaces of players are Borel spaces, and the cost functions are unbound-

ed. Under suitable conditions, we first introduce the risk-sensitive first passage

payoff functions and obtain their properties. Then, we establish the existence

of a solution to the risk-sensitive average cost optimality equation of each player

for the case of unbounded cost functions and show the existence of a random-

ized stationary Nash equilibrium in the class of randomized history-dependent

strategies. This is a joint work with Qingda Wei.

15:10-15:50 444+++(±±±HHH���������ÆÆÆ)
���wwwKKK888: The SK model with vector spins

ÁÁÁ���: �wòÄk0� SK �.��µÚuÐ²{, ,�·ò0��þ� SK �

.��
A^9Ù�DÚ SK �.�éXÚ«O; ��ò0�CÏ·3�þ�

SK �.¥'ugdU�ÅÄ5Ú TAP �§��
(J; ��, 0�þfz SK

�.Ú�þ� SK �.�éX93þfz SK �.���(JÚ]Ô.

ÌÌÌ±±±<<<: ���´́́ïïï

15:50-17:20 gggddd???ØØØ
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